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Campus Reminder

Tired of Fortune magazine?
Try the College £ntreprenuer. Read about Its founder.

Do Incentive programs for
studies exist on this campus?
The student athletes deal
with studies In their own way.

Lunchtime cultural programs are offered by UMst. LouIs every Monday,
In room 222 of the J.e.
Penney Building.

See Featu res, Page 5
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UPS Funding Cuts -""'""""!'--.:----------......., e
Ca se Challenges Ten Years Could Determine Future
0 n u er InS t. lou i s

by Krista Newman

reporter

by Christine McGraw

associate news ecljtor
Although the University Program Board's (UPB) funding has
been cut by the Student Activity
Budget Committee (SABC), UPB
Chainnan Brian Golden said the
board will still try to provide excellent programing for University of
Missouri - StLouis students
While Golden said he respected
SABC's decision, the cut in funding could make programing more
difficult.
For example, events such as
Mirth day , the university's spring
carnival, may have to be scaled
down to work within the budget
"Mirthday is the biggest day of
the year, "Golden said." The budget
cut may not let us pull off the Mirthday events we had planned."

Brian Golden, UPB
In addition to Mirthday, the ..
budget cuts will also affect UPB's
entertainment programing. UPB
usually sponsors a comedy series in
coordination with Wednesday Noon
Live, a program which showcases
local bands. But because of funding
cuts, Golden said they were un able
to include the comedy acts this year.

See UPB, page 4

ForestsAnd Feathers,~
Tropical Birds Dwindle
by Max Montgomery
reporter

the tropics and migrate either
upslope or downslope to spend their
non-breeding season in different
elevations of the tropics.
Of the Neo-Tropical songbirds
that breed in North America, 40-

"The Link Between Dwindling
Bird Populations and Tropical Deforestation" was the topic and title of
a discussion conducted by Assistant
Professor of Biology Betty Loiselle
in the J.C. Penney Auditorium on
UM-St. Louis Ecology Day, Sepl
13.
The discussion was one of three
given during symposium as part of
the day's activities. Loiselle made
her presentation to an audience
which ranged from high school students to senior citizens.
A tropical ornithologist at UMSt. Louis, she focused her seminar
o n two kinds of migrating birds and
the problems they face due to consequences of deforestation.
The first type of birds she discussed was the Neo-Tropical migrates of Long Distance migrates.
These include warblers, fly-catchers , and thrushes - with which we are
the most familiar with, as they breed
in the temperate habitat of the U.S.
and Canada and then migrate south
during the non-breeding winter season.
The other type, Tropical birds,
breed in the highland elevations in

50% spend the non-breeding season
in Mexico, the Bahamas, and the
greater Antilles; 20-40% spend their
winter in the tropical areas of Costa
Rica and Panama; 5-15% in Columbia; and 1-5% as far south as Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia.
The ordeal these birds face when
they migrate is the discovering that
the forests they once dwelled in are
gone. They have lost their winter
home.
"It is important to know that
when you look at the breeding range
in the continental U.S. and in Canada, it is seven to eight times larger
than the area that they funnel into
during the wimer," Loiselle said.
Twenty species of Neo-Tropical
migrates studied showed a decrease
in population of between 23 and
69%, between 1978 and 1987. But,
with the exception of a few, all the
species studied have greatly declined in population as a result of

a

$23,262,116

The UM System has increased
its external funding by 80.4% in
the last five years to a total of
$135 , 118,860 . This money not
only includes gifts (shown here),
but grants and contracts as well.

$6,554,852

$2,495,883

$
Rolla

TOP : John Denver · after
receiving the World Ecology
Medal.
LEFT:
Missouri
Botanical Garden Director and
Board of Curator member
Peter Raven (right) welcoming
Denver. ABOVE: Ma y or
Vincent Schoemehl giving an
opening address.(Photos by
Fred Appel)

. See Birds, page 4

Gifts

sr. Louis

What we do in the next ten years could determine
if the earth will be able to inhabit higher life forms in
the future, said Entertainer/Activi.st John Denver at
his UM-St. Louis press conference on Sept. 13.
Denver was on campus to receive an award from
the International Center for Tropical Ecology for his
personal commitment to focus attention on the
world's environmental issues.
When asked how he felt about being chosen for
the award, Denver said, "I'm embarrassed.Idon 'tfeel
thatldeserve it. I plan to live therestofmy life earning
this award."
Denver tries through song and strong statements
to tell the world his environmental messages;
"One of my songs, 'Raven's Child' is about the Prince
William Sound [oil spill]. This is an incident that
should of never happened. Exxon tries to make the
situation better than it is, and I think that they're lying
through their teeth."
Denver is one of the founders of the Windstar
Foundation , a non-profit environmental education
and research center. "The Windstar Foundation is
starting to bring educators into the grade schools to
help raise children with environmental ethics," he
. xplained.
Denver touched on th major pollution problems.
"Most major cities have air qualities that would not
live up to the standards in factories," he saicL
Prevention, he stressed, is the solution to the
earth's problems. He also made the point that it is everyone's problem.
"Something must be done. Politicians are followers, they follow where we lead them. You and I need
to stand up and be counted for the kind of earth we
want for the future."

Kansas City

Fiscal year endjnQ ,-June 30 ,

Columbia

7990

Source. : Un.i.ver • .i.ty o~ Ki..• • ouri.
Cha:rt by David ~.

Magrath Moves To ' Missouri Waltz'
c. Peter Magrath, President of
the UM System, tallied up 2,300
miles during the summer visiting 35
cities and towns in Missouri to talk
about higher education. The purposes of the "Missouri Waltz," as
Magrath referred to it, were to:
• Underscore the relationship
between higher education and economic and cultural development in
Missouri
•Explain the need for increased
state investment in the UM System
and for all of higher education in the
state
-Hear ideas and concerns about
higher education from citizens
-Respond to questions and suggestions
"Nobody likes to talk about tax

increases," Magrath said, "and no- about lack of access to higher educabody likes to pay taxes . I have an tion opportunities in areas away
obligation, however, to layout the from the campuses.
legitimate needs of higher education
"Missourians do understand the
and to argue for the value of invest- need to be competitive and the need
ing more competitively in our own to keep and attrac t the best available
people for the sake of Missouri's faculty and staff," he said, "They
future."
. also understand the need to maintain
Magrath, occasionally joined by and repair facilities and to provide
Board of Curator members John P. computers and other equipment and
Lichtenegger, Edwin S. Turner, and
James C. Sterling, met with 34
legislators and 1,400 other opinion
leaders from rural areas of the state.
Missourians were warm in their In celebration of Hispanic-Latino
support of the University of Heritage Month, a film and video
Missouri and of Uriiversity Exten- series is being run at UM-St. Louis.
sion Magrath said, saying that con- "La Ciudad y los Perros", directed by
cerns were expressed about cut- Francisco J. Lombardi, will be
backs in University Extension and shown on Sept. 29. The Colombian

to educate and retrain people in a
fast-changing world."
The support for hi gher education
expressed by Some legislators and
other leaders and by media commentators were encouraging, Magrath
said, "Others are listening. That is all
I askofthem . And I listened,and will
continue to listen, as well."

Hispanic Film Series
film "Arnores Dificiles" will be .
shown October 5. Both can be seen
in Room 110, Clark Hall at8 :oo p. m.
Admission is free, but there are no
English su bti tJes.

.

·AROOND OMSL
CALENDER·L--_ _ _ serum transferrin:
Wesley R. Harris will
discuss iron removal from serum transferrin
at 4 p.m. in R120 Research Wing.
H~rris is a
professor of chemistry at UM-St. LoUIs.
Coffee will be served at 3:45 p .m. Call 5535311.

Catch the stars: The UM-St. Louis
Observatory will hold its monthly open
house at 7:30pm.on the south campus,
7804 Natural Bridge. Those attending
will view the planets and the first-quarter
moon. In case of rain the event will be
held the following night. Call 553-5706 .

Check
your
cheml.stry: 8:00 a.m . to
noon Rem. 126 J:C. Penny Building .
Blood chemistry
test and cardiac risk
profile , only $27.
Pulmonary function
test(lung vital capacity) only $3 and Flu
Vaccine $8.
12 hour fasting required.
If you wish you may to preregister and
prepay in Rm . 127 Woods Hall Sept. 13Sept. 24. Testing also on Sept. 27.
For more information call 553.-5671 .

Look down:
Jackie Lewis-Harris will
lecture on "Faces of the South Seas·
at noon in Rm . 229 of the J.C. Penny
Building. Lewis-Harris is the coordinator
of youth programs for the St. Louis
Art Museum. Call 553-5180

I'm Here ·
When You Need

THOUSAND
INA WEEK

Dls- engage from . Dis-Ease: Dr. Alice Aslin
. will discuss "Co-Dependency: Women's
Dis-Ease" in Rm. 211 Clark Hall from 7 to
8 p.m. This presentation will explore the
dynamics of co-dependency and paths to
recovery .
Call 553 -5380.

Hispanic/Latina equality or not:
A panel of Hispanic/Latina women
will discuss the status of women in
their countries and the unique
- .difficulties they, as feminists, must
surmount.
The panel will run from •
noon to 1 p.m . in Rm. 211 Clark Hall.
Call 553-5380.

Running for office:
Joan Kelly Horn,
candidate for U.S. Congress, will speak
on the importance of women becoming
involved
in politics 12:00-1 :OOp .m. in
Rm. 211 Clark Hall. Call 553-5380.
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Welcome
Students!
L~t

Kinko's help you "make the grade" with

• 6¢ Copies
• Fax Service
• Binding
• Laser Typesetting
• School Supplies
Bring this ad in to receive

~ ie

•
•
•
•
•

Color Copies
Self-Serve Typewriters
Self-Serve Macintoshes.
Resume Service
Specialty Papers

150/0 OFF of School Supplies

( Exp . Nov. 30, 1990)

8434 Florissant Rd.

..

(3 blocks from campus)

the copy center

Your campus group din earn up to

$100l in just oneweek. No investrn8{lt
needed. Be fir.;t on yoor campus. A FREE
gift just for calling. Call Now

Open 7 a.m to 10 p.m.

Everyday

1·800-765-8472 Ext,90
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Golden opportunities
are made of silver.

"1,' ,(
_
~

The Automatic Teller
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or c.all ~s at 383·
5555. If you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can be used at the machine In University Cen·fer if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

many outst anding nurs-

; ..,. ,.. .. ., . . in g

~rofes:.iondls choose

.- :.,.' " ." , . to wear the silver em ~
blem of the Air Force
nu rse Call

A
CIRRUS.

~

Golden nursin g opportuni ties
come with the silver Air Force emblem.
Indeed . the Aif Force shapes a sophistica ted medical environment that helps )·o u
learn. advances yo ur ed ucation and de velops your professionalism to a higher
sta ndard . Uiscover trave l, exc ilem ent . ..
and the rPsper l yo u'll know a5 an Air
.
.•
Force oIT,cer. See why so
:

<,,,,,.: )
--..;: V

US AF NURSE RECRUITING
"ST AT"

! .800.423. USAF

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

Member FDIC

lb. Hamburger .
French Fries Cu~tom·'Pic.d .
.. 20 oz. Soft Drink.
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BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
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American
Red Cross
~
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When you party
.remeinber to ...

:

Please present

. . SeI-RI-dge

8801 Natural Bridge
. [$o] . Ex~res
H>-1 7-90-

thiS

Lettuce, Tomato, Omons, Pickle,
Mayonnaise (jnd ·Ketchup

all$

o~~;

2°'-'0 . :

.. .

plus tax

coupon when ordering. • Otfer good at particlpdllng restaurants Dilly.

THEREARE TWO SIDES TO" BECOMINCi A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
IJOift ).\l'l \\Tl'Ckl{i. If \(xf~ not soht l~
or \ou"re noLsurl'-

-let SOI1ll'illll' tI.'l' do thl' dri\; ng.
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And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
C orps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception . The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning 9- BSN , write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free :- 1-800-USA-ARMY, ext. 438 .

25.99-

34.99
Elsewhere $36-$44

All new finishes.
Fall at its best .

Levi 's® 900@Series
Stands out from the rest.
New, different,
'Exciting and fun
But the savings are now
So don' t walk. Run!

ALL-NEW FINISHES!
NEW! Instan t Old
NEW! Electric Wash
NEW! Double Black
NEW! Instant Old
Bleached
Black Stonewash
Whitewash

Hurry! Sale ends

September 25th.

II I ! 1.'-

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

• Maplewood- . Page at 1·170 • 1·270 at W. Florissant. Alton. Lemay Ferry at Li ndbergh
• Fairview Heights· S. Kingshighway· 1-70 at Cave Springs. Crystal City. Eureka
• Belleville at Westfield Plaza· Manchester at Barrett Station. Dorsett Village. Washington
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LimitedTime
Means · Limiting ,
Education
I

Finally,there is an office on campus that realizes
that education is not constrained by the clock. This
week the Office of Computing and
Telecommunications (O.C.T.) began keeping the
computer lab in the Social Science's Building (SSB)
open until midnight Monday through Thursday.
This marks a first for this campus.
Other resource centers on campus should catch a
.
clue and follow suit.
Facilities like the libraries, the Underground and the
University Center should try keeping later hours for
students who are unable to do research, work on
computers, or just study at any other time than late at ·
night or weekends.
It could be argued that keeping these facilitiEfs open
later requires additional funding. There are other
campuses in the region that are comparable in tuition
and still maintain all night computer labs and libraries.

~us~ ~1S 10.
tOR~\\j~ t~'(p1l~
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7 &\\.\-\O~
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This university brags about having high
percentages of non-traditional students. Most of these
people work full time before coming tQ.class in the
evening. This leaves only the late evenings and/or
weekends to do research or computer work. How are
these people supposed to supplement their learning
experience if they don't have accessible resource
centers?
When stress levels are highest, during mid-terms
and finals, students should not have to worry about
finding an adequate place to study at home or in a
neighborhood library. They should be able to have a
place on campus that is just for them and that is open
until all hours of the night or all night.
This institution does not deserve to call itself an
university if it continues to set limits upon it's
facilities.

Letters Policy
The Current welcomes letters to the editor. The writer's student
number and phone number must accompany all letters. Non-students
must also include their phone numbers. Letters should be no longer than
two typed, double-spaced pages. No unsigned letters will be published,
but the author's name can be withheld by request
The Current reserves the right to edit a1lleuers for space and style.
The Current reserves the right to refuse publication of letters.

The Current is published weekly on Thursdays. Advertsing
rates are available upon request by contacting the Current
busines office at (314) 553-5175. Space reservations for
advertisements must be received by noon the Monday prior to
publication.
The Current is financed in part by Student Activity Fees and is
not an official publjcation of the University of Missouri. The University is not responsible for the content or policies of the Current.
Editiorials published in the paper reflect the opinions of the
editorial staff. Columns and commentaries reflect the opinions of
the individual writers.
All material contained in this issue are the property of the
Current and cannot be reproduced okr reprinted without the
express written consent of the Current and its staff.
1990 by the Cu rrent
#1 Blue Metal Office Building
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, MO 63121
(314) 553-5174
Laura E. Berardino
editor
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new s editor
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I.ETTERS To THE EDITOR

World Director Speaks Out
Herbert Spencer, a 19th
century philosopher, once commented that hwnans would have to
go through a century of socialism
before they would come to their
senses. Indeed, the 20th century
will go down in history as The
Century of Socialism.
Last year the fall of the Berlin
Wall marked the collapse of
socialism in the East. This year a
hardcore [sic] capitalist was
elected president of Russia. This
month, the president of the Soviet
Union backed down to his demands. Statist [sic] responses to

hwnan problems have proven not
only exploitive, but fully disfunctional [sic].
Nonetheless, your columnist,
Julio West, writes as though he still
lives in the 1930s. Oil prices rose
recently because of the U.S.
government's imperialistic adventure .into the Middle East Yet,
West's response is not to bring the
bully- boys home, but to have the
State fund research and development of alternative fuel sources.
In a comment that could have
been lifted from a newspaper of the
1960s, West claims, "Some

scientist have been saying for
decades that someday the oil will
run out" Alas, there is no shortage
of quack-scientists. As the oil
supply runs down, the price rises,
which leads to private R&D into
alternative fuels. Any State [sic]
R&D, though, constitutes a
misallocation of scarce resources
and, hence, a general impoverishment of hwnans.
The U.S. military now
occupies the Mjddle East because
the Soviet State fInally knuckled
under to the superior might of the
U.S . S tate and there, thus, appears

to be nothing left standing in the
way of U.S. expansionism .
Capitalism breeds pacifism, but
the military-industrial-complex [sic]
needs an Arab Threat to legitimize
itself. Indeed,statism [sic]
breeds imperialism .
These are the 1990s. It is time
we recognize that the State [sic] is
an abysmal failure, both morally
and practically.

Terry Inman
World Director
Libertarian Student Network

Non-Traditiona l Encourages I nvolvement
This is an open letter of
"thanks" to Paul Matteucci for the
report he delivered to the Board of
Cmators. The facts that he delivered
are not a surprise to many of us 00
this campus.
As a part-time Evening College
student for the last 4 years, I have
seen changes in just that short of a
period of time. Our classes, especially in the School of Education,
have become increasingly more
crowded.
The importance of funding
education for the non-traditional
students, who are as Mr. Matteucci

stated, over 25 and (usually) placebound, should be obvious. These
are people'who are currently
working in this area, providing to
the tax. base, and will for the most
part continue (and often increase) to
contribute to the tax base which
funds education in this state.
Do these students have a right
to a comparable education as is
offered to the traditional students or
that offered on the "traditional"
campuses of Colwnbia and Rolla? I
must state emphatically, YES!
As to recognizing the difficulties of the non-traditional student,

this campus has been doing that,
and a great credit goes to our
Evening College staff. Deans
McDonald, Shields, Gaffney and
others in that offIce go out of their
way to listen to and assiSi with our
concerns.
However, we, the non-traditional students, must get active and
speak and speak up. Often, we are
so rushed, we feel that we have no
time to get involyed.l urge you to
get involved.
Let your voices be heard. Join
the Evening College Councilor
other campus organizations. Speak

up for YOlJI rights. Unfortunately,
democracy requires this.
If you just assume people know
how you feel, you shouldn't be
surprised to when you are proven
wrong. Get active. Most of these organizatioos are more than willing
to work with the non-traditional
student After all, you will only get
out of your education what you put
into it
Sincerly,

Ti/Ul Dalton
Evening College Council
Tresurer
(

\
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UPB, from page 1
Although Golden said he was who will speak to UM-StLOuis
disappointed by the budget cuts,he students on motivation.
was trying to look on the bright
" This is one of the big ones,"
said Golden.
side.
Golden.also said a town meet"It makes programing more
challenging," Golden said, "but it ing will be'held on campus this Febencomages more creative program- ruary, with city leaders in atten' dance. They will be available to anming."
Golden said the UPB tries to swer any questions students might
provide programs that will interest have. Golden said hoped St.Louis
Mayor Vincent Schoemehl Ir., a
the whole student body.
UM-St
Louis alumnus, would be
Along with Wednesday Noon
Live, the UPB also sponsors mini one of the leaders attending.
lectures on topics such as rape and
The UPB also, in coordination
domestic violence throughout the with the English Department, will
fall and winter semesters.
be sponsoring a poetry reading seGolden said lectures will fea- ries. This has been a tradition at
ture authors like Iouiannl Kunjufu, UM-St Louis for seven years.
Various authors have been invited
to to give poetry readings on campus.

The UPB is also looking forward to sponsoring a regional College Bowl in early November, "
"TItis is a varsity sport of the
mind, kind of like Jeopardy,"
Golden said.
Students who qualify will be
sent to a regional tournament in
Lawrence, Nebraska.
Godlen said the UPB could
always use a little help from interested students. If you would like (0
be part of the action, applications
are now being accepted. Positions
for voting membership and committee membership areavilable,
Applications may be picked up at
267 University Center and must be
turned in no later than October 15,
1990.

More Money
For Groups

The potential exists for funding
of student organizations which were
granted recognition after the
November 1989 deadline for
submitting funding requests to the
Student
Activities
Budget
Committee.
Groups interested in requesting
funds may submit a written budget
request to the University/Student
Office, room 267 University Center.
Requests should include an
itemized breakdown of expenses.

Robert Nauss Gets Nod
As New Interim Dean

Campus Briefs
Extended Computer
Hours For SSB Rooms;
Now Open To Midnight
Hours are being extended to
midnight on Monday through
Thursday for the computer labs in
llOSSB,134 SSB, and 202 SSB. It
is being done on a trial basis for the
rest · of the semester and in
December the usage levels will be
evaluated to decide whether to
continue the program.

Robert M, Nauss has been appointed as interim dean 9fthe School
of Business Administration. Nauss,
a full professor, has been with the
university for 15 years. He is fIlling
the position vacated by Donald H.
Driemeier who. is now serving as
interim vice chancellor for Academic Affairs.

Students , Selected For
Awards At Local Emmys

Emmy awards. Paulette Amaro,
former Current features editor,
was presented the Walter
Cronkite Scholarship,
Kathleen Willis, a nationally
recognized member of the UMS1. . Louis Debate Squad, was
awarded the Mark McDonough
Memorial
Scholarship
(McDonough is a UM-St. Louis
alumnus killed in a helicopter
crash
while cov ering
a
~eatpackers s trikefor AB C -TV's

"20/20."
Both full-time students are
also newsroom employees at
KSDK-TY, Channel Five.

Two UM-St Louis Communication students received $1,000
scholarships at the recent St. Louis

LEARN TO SKYDIVE!
' Il'l~

Eco-Information

UI'f1((")'S

INlnletl to try "Ult ••• "

• Parachuting instruction

·SKG!VE

• Tandem skydiving
• Gift certificates available

ST. LOUIS

CALL
324-3334

now taking reservations for September -October

70 miles from St. Louis on HillY 61 '

1HE DIRECf ROUfE TO

CAREER SUCCESS

Birds, from page 1

LEADS TO
AIR FORCE ROTC.

deforestation of the breeding
grounds and the wintering grounds,
she said, "We should expect the declining of these species to continue.
"The conservation of these
birds, Noo-Tropical and Tropical.
and ultimately the forests as a
whole," Loiselle concluded, "requires the preservation of both tropical and temperate forests as well as
those very important migration corridors."
Loiselle received her Master's
from the University of Illinois and
her Ph.D. from the University of
Wisconsin. She has experience in
tropical countries such as Costa
Rica, Panama, Brazil, and countries
in Africa

Many college students have
no idea what they will do upon
graduation.
No such confusion for Air Force ROTC
cadets, who have taken the direct route to
career success, They're learning leadership, and
preparing managerial skills they will use all their lives.
They're taking more responsibility, and gaining a greater
sense of 'self.' qp graduation day, they'll celebrate another
milestone: becoming an Air Force officer.
How about you? Call

Various envlronmen1al groups were on campus during World Ecology Day with booths
explaining their posi1ions on how10 take care of the envlronment.(Photo by Eng Teng Yap)

CAPT MORRESE
314-341-4925

--------------------..----~~------------..----__1

..

Advertising doesn't cost - it pays!

Prior to joining the faculty at
~-St. Louis, she taught tropical
bIology to graduate students in
Costa Rica.

. beadershipExcellenceStartsHere

, - - ...

553-5175
I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Monday, Sept6mber 24, noon - 1 pm:
Informal discussion w~h Interim Vice
Chancellor for Academic AHairs, Donald Driemeier. SponSOfeC
by Wesley Foundation, All are welcome. In non· smoking area
of the UndergrOUnd.

Are you interested in

wea~ing

•
•••
contact lenses? :
••
••

SIG~IA

DELT,l\ PI

. NATIONAL COLLEGIATE HISPANIC HONOR
SOCIETY

UM-St, Louis Contact Lens Clinical Studies have 3

contact lens studies currently underway. In each of these
projects, patients will receive a pair of contact lenses at
a reduced fee with a follow-up visit schedule very similar
to our non-study contact lens patients.

Monday, October 1, nOon - 1 pm:
Informal diSCUSSion With Daniel Sf CIalr
professor of co~ter soence Sponsored by We'sley Fou~ation .
Everyone welcome. In the non . smoking area of the Underground,

\

1. Soft Lens Presbyopic Study - in this study,

patients in need of both a near and distance non-contact
lens wearing correction will be fitted with Bausch & Lomb
monovision lenses. The deadline for enlisting patients
into this study is October 1,

!d0nday, October 8, noon - 1 pm: Underground:
Informal discussion wrth Van Reidhead,
Chair of Anthropology Sponsored by Wesley Foundation
welcome.

Everyone

O~lICRON

~lnlBERS

19 85

2. Rigid Versus Soft Lens Wearing High Ast!gmatlsm in this study, patients having astigmatism above a certain amount
(your eligibility can be determined after you have had a comprehensive examination), will be fitted with a pair of rigid gas permeable
lenses for a period of 1 month and then a pair of soft toric (astigmatic correcting) lenses for the same period (or vice versa). The
deadline for enlisting patients is December 1.

WeS,ley FoundatIon Is sponsored by these denominations:

PSI CHAPTER OF U~l-ST. LOUIS

1989

1 99 0

K, AGUILAR

MARGARITE BEEBY

s l {'~R 1

LAURA L. KOSTIAL

ELI ZAU ETfi BIRDWELL

JANE E. KRUEGER

ELENA GAR CIA KENYON

KATHY HCALO NE

DlI.vW 10liA

MARY IIETZEL

NaRKA

TRACI JO WILLI AMS

SlINDRA ANDERSON

.K YLE

M ALDON .~DO

ANNEI KEL LER

KeL LY 11LJELL ER

SHER I WU ENSCH
FACULTY ADVISOR:

DIA NA GOMEZ
MICHE LE GAUTI ER

NEl,LY PATINO

MARILY N STALZER

3. Rigid Gas Permeable Extended Wear Study - an
F.DA investigational rigid extended wear lens material with the
: hi9gest available oxygen permeability will be fitted. As this study
: will begin in late September or early October, more information
• will be forthcoming.

l\NGEL i\ CURTIS S

NORMA ROSA ,\Y AL ,\
CHRIST I ANE WI BRACHT

PRO FE SSOR ALl e!,\ RMIOS

FOR MORE INfORMA TI ON CAL L 553-6240

I •

If you are interested in participating in one of these clinical studies,
please contact Pat at 553-5116 and leave your name and phone .
number or, after your primary care examination, your clinician can
provide this information to Dr. Bennett, Dr. Henry, or Dr. LaFerla,
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· FREE FROZEN YOGURT
•
••

•
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•
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••

Show your valid UM-St. Louis 1.0.
and get a free frozen yogurt
with any purchase.
Please present student 1.0. when ordering.
©

1990 McDonald'sll!) Corporation
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Offer good through
September 30,1990 only
at McDonaldis® of Bel-Ridge;
Natural Bridge and N. Hanley,
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... on T-shirts, decals, cups, buttons, pens,
flying discs, and much, much more!
Perfect for any club, organization, or event!

• Q'UALITY PRINTING
- LOW PRICES
- FREE DELIVERY

• a-COLOR CAPABILITIES

4

~2

726·3219

J,

/~
- ' J

FAX: 862-0903
~
6301 Delmar. U-citv "In th8 Looo"

..

FEATURE,S
August 20, 1990.
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The Colfege' Entreprenller The Planetarium: UN-St.
UM-St. Louis Student Releases A Success
Lo'ui 51 Astro·nom i ca 1 Secret
Magazine About Student-started Businesses
by Melanie McGuire
reporter'
Have you ever thought about
what it would be like to attend
college and run your own business
at the same time?
Mark Cornelius has. Possessing a graduate of U1vI-Sl Louis
with a Bachelor's degree in Finances, he has thought about it
enough to create his own newsletter entitled, The College Entrepreneur.
The College Entrepreneur,
which will be distributed free of
charge on campus in the coming
weeks, will chronicle authentic
stories of student entrepreneurs who
are willing to share their recipes for
success.
Plans for the premiere copy include the triumphs of a landscaper,
a wholesale jeweler, and a limosine
driver--all of whom are students on
the U1vI-St. Louis campus.
So far, Cornelius has contacted
aU prospective subjects for his
newsletter by word-of-mouth.
Comeliushit upon the idea
while lOOking throught a directory

entitled, "Newsletters in Print"
- ,"I saw many magazines aimed
at entrepreneurs, but I didn't see
any specifically for students," Cornelius said.. That is when he decided to create his own.
The College Entrepreneur is a
totally one-person project, except
for some help in design and layout
from Brum Wangerin of Graphics
Plus, which is located in the Student Center on the North Campus.
. The newsletter will be eight ,
and one-half by fourteen inches,
and will be a foldout of four pages.
A minimal amount of advertising will be in the form of inserts,
but none will be on the newsletter
itself. "I think if I put ads in it,
people are going to be turned off,"
Cornelius said. "It just doesn't
look right People want information, not ads."
To prepare for his venture, Cornelius purchased a Macintosh pagemaker and !lis greatest expenses
will be printing and mailing.
Cornelius, who will be return~
ing to college on a Spanish and

by Holly A. Schnieder
reporter

Where can .you see the nighttimne sky as it would look from the
MBA scholarship at St.Louis Uniequator, or watch the daily motions
versity, describes himself as rebelof stars in a matter of minutes? For
lious. "I don't like doing things
U1vI-St. Louis astronomy students,
that people say you have to do. I'll
the ans~er is the campus planetardo them, but in my own way."
iwn, located on the top floor of the
Cornelius also has future plans
new research center.
for The College Entrepreneur. ''I'm
The planetarium is simply a
hoping it will be a national-scale
projection device that reproduces
newsletter, not just in the Midthe night sky. In addition to showwest,"Comelius said. He plans to
ing over 1,000 stars in the solar
send it to friends on campuses in ' system, the projectory is also caother states, including Maine arid
pable of reproducing the motion of
Colorado. He would also like to
the major objects of the sky and
eventually expand the newsletter
depicting the phases of the moon.
into a magazine, and maybe even
Dr. Richard Schwartz, who first
form an advertising business, ifhe
urge<\ the University to install the
can generate a good mailing list.
· system, said, "It is a very useful
He also plans to eventually . educational tool. You just cannot
charge for subscriptions, so it is
show the same things on a blackbest to get a <;opy while you can.
board."
Those who would like to share
Currently, the planetarium is
, their authentic stories of entrepre- · used exclusively for Astronomy I,
neurship may write to: M. CorAstronomy 50, and Astronomy 51
nelius, cia Francis Publishing; P.O.
classes. "It is used primarily in
Box 1661; Manchester, MO,
getting stUdents acquainted with
63011.
the night sky. whichiswhatastron"It's an information exchange,
amy is all about," added Dr.
really," said Cornelius. "It's for
Schwartz.
students, about students."

HEY! LOOK AT THIS! UM-St. Louis' Planetarium is a
$65,000 acheivement (photo by Michelle McMurray).
In addition to being used by astronomy classes, a very small
number of special request shows
have been given. The planetarium,
which seaats only 36 people, has
been used as an educational device
for some grade school students as
well as for students from nearby
colleges.
The particular projectory system housed at UM-St. Louis is a
Spitz model, made by the only

<

American company that produces
them. Although it is a 15 y~ old
system that has basicallybeen over~
hauled, it cost approximatly
$65,000 -- not to mention the cost
of the dome that was built on the
top of the research center to encase
it.
"The planetarium is very useful and practical," stressed Dr.
Schwartz. "And it won't be dated-it can be used for years to come:'

ST. LOUIS RADIO-: THE GREAT IDENTITY CRISIS OF THE NINETIES
head out of its shell of tapes, I'm
usually finding another St Louis
radio station has changed its format. Whoop-de-doo. Is there
anything to learn from all this, guys?
by Brad Touchette
Let's startoffwith the epitome
features 'editor
of stability. KSHE (94.7) has yetta
lose its integrity and focus group
St. Louis is a big town, that is
throughout the tough times in the
obvious enough. But the big probearly eighties that swallowed other
lem with this particular town i~ the
rock-format stations. DoD'tgetme
severe identity crisis the-radiosta..--· ' wrong, they have faults. The most
tions possess. I have never lived in
blatant of these is the Lone Classic
any other towns. but I have a feelafter their lunch program. Where
ing St Louis radio is as lost as
do they get these songs? Are they
Atlantis.
ever a good song? I have yet to hear
Now I am a confessed dial
one.
hopper and pledge my allegiance
As for KSD (93.7), they surto no station. I listen to what's on
vived radio bankruptcy in the early
if it's a good song. If it's not, I
eighties by the skin of their teeth.
Let's talk about them later. Nab,
switch it. Simple enough. And
there are too many times when
let's rip on them now.
The only thing that KSD has
there's nothing good on, so I reside
to my tape player and extensive
accomplished since its xeroxing of
liprary of prerecorded material.
' KSHE' s format is the fact that they
eliminated the "heavy metal noise".
Sometimes I am so sick of the
poor quality of music the radio
It is a sad day when rock radio
s~tions put out (either they're
stations start trying to split the listening audience into "civilized" and
mercilessly slaughtering a new song
or pulling something out of the
"degenerate". KSD has only suc6Q'sthatwouldn'thavebeenplayed
ceeded in making fools of themback then if it was the last 45 on -selves with this ad policy. Kindly
Earth) that when I dare pull my
try to remember back 'in the early

Bird's Words

days of rock and roll when the
music that they're playing now was
considered noise. Only hypocrites
would believe they are "holier than
Hoosier" because they're listening
to KSD instead of KSHE.
And as for J.C. Corcoran and
the rest of his "Breakfast Club",
they ought to try something original and un-KSHE-ish. Corcoran
used to be funny, now he's just
ignorant. Beuer yet, he used to be a
shock-jock, now he's just a dumb
jock. Why don't you guys just pick
up your own Mr. Tick-tack and
make the listeners guess which
station their listening to? You could
give the caller with the correct
answer two tickets to the KSD
version of KSHE's "Classi s
Cruise" aboard the President.
Sticking with rock aI1ct roll, does
anyone else miss the old KWK?
That station was at its best when
there was no play list, Mark Klose
rocked the afternoons, and the
"Rock-n-Roll Kid" took care of
our evenings for us. But something
happened. KWK got bought out
and was soon renovated to the songslaughtering KBQ, the new Q
106.5. This station only good point
is itpI3ys contemporary music (both

rock and dance), but if you listen to
itenough, you almost always know
what song will be on next without
the DJ telling you.
John "Mellonhead" Mellander,
their morning DJ, only highlights
the obvious fact that Q 106.5 is a
generic station to the hilt. Hot 97
humiliated them by hiring a CPA
from New ,York to calculate the
actual minutes of music played per .
hour. Q claimed 52 minutes, while
the CPA proved as little as 37
minutes were played during the
morning hours. Mr. Mellonhead is
DO morning DJ, either. Mostofhis
material is prerecorded humor sold
to radio stations across the country.
A lobotomized monkey could do
his job (with his eyes closed).
And speaking of Hot 97
· (KHTK), this station started off
very promisingly, until it sold out
to commercialism. They lost most
of St Louis' respect when they
dropped rock from the format and
played strictly mainstream dance
music. And this is not to say that
dance music is bad.. But most of the
songs played on Hot 97 are bubble
gum be-bop with the depth of most
puddles. I won't even bring up
_ their morning show. They may

have had lower ratings when they
were "Lite FM 97, KiTH", but
they had more quality on the air.
This was one station that was the
best to fall asleep to.
Keeping with dance music
theme, MAlIC 108 has maintained
a huge following by being one of
the best run stations in the city.
KMJM (MAJIctdidonly whalthey
could do when disco died, change.
But the difference between their
format change and the others is that
it was gradual. They did not overnight become "K-RAP 108, the best
rap in St. Louis", they rolled with
the changing urban taste and did it
by keeping a finger on the
community's pulse (Dance pulse,
that is). Idon'tlisten toMAJIC too
much, but when I do, it's usually
quality raps and passionate love
songs. Their main downfall is the
overkill of raps, though. After a
while, itall starts to sound the same.
For variety, the ought to steal a few
songs from the Hot 97 playlist until
the speedjabbering is removed from
memory. They need variety!!!
What happened to KATZ
(100.3)? Jazz? Who are they kidding? Was this a smart fmancial
move? Who listens to jazz except

'1\fter Dark, My Sweet" Leaves A Bitter Aftertaste
by Brad Touchette
movi e critic
There isal ways a problem when
a book: gets turned into a movie.
Especially books that require you
to get in the skull of the lead character to enjoy the story. When this
freakish beast is created, one is
guaranteed a long, drawn out film
with most of the time spent listening to the lead character reflect
while he does nothing on the screen.
When I Saw the opening credits for
this film, I saw the dreadful " .. :taken
from the book, After Dark. My
Sweet". At that point, I knew I was
in for a long ride.
The most exciting part of this
mm was the returning of Rachel
Ward(AgainstAll Odds, The Thorn
Birds) and Jason Patric(The Lost
Boys) return to the screen. Since
neither of them had been in a major
production in such a long time, one
assumes either they are very picky
arnot wanted in Hollywood. Judging by this film, the lalter is true.
Joining them in this dead productionisBruceDern, who's name
is known in Hollywood. but has
done "nada" to show for it His
daughter, Laura Dern, has made a
name for herself from starring in
David Lynch's "Wild At Hean".
She can act. Hef old man can't.

The movie is centered around
an ex-boxer named "Kid" Collins
(Jason Patric) gone crazy. Collins
is renamed Collie by a woman he
moves in with after wandering
around the southwest for years. He
is an escaped mental patient who
lost his mind in the ring and killed
his opponent From this point on,
he is easily influenced and slightly
dumb from a few too many shots to
the head.
Fay Anderson (Rachel Ward)
is the woman he moves in with.
Though at first she tries to get him
out ofLown before he gets involved,
he returns only to become the key
factor in a plot to kidnap the local
rich kid for ransom .
The kidnapping idea is the
brainchild of a washed up local
swindler named Bert (Bruce Dern).
He knows of Collie' s c\oudedjudgment ability and uses itagaiDst him
to get him into,the heart of his plan.
Though it takes a long time for
the movie to reach this point, the
only intruiging quality of this movie
is the level of deceit and mistrust
between these three main characters. AlI of them could beliars.with
ulterior motives for kidnapping the
kid. Anyone of them could take
the money and run, leaving the
other two to take the rap for the

HOLDING OUT: Jason Patrie and Rachel Ward star in this new so-called thriller.
Though they both turn in great performances, the script is so slow and the film dies
before it even gets a chance to be born. It was ?bviously pulled from a book.
kidnapping. And what's worse,
anyone of them could be in cahoots with the other one in trying to
kill the third party .

, The problem with this mm is it
is a book. It runs like a book, and
you almost read the movie since
half the time is spent inside Collie's
head listening to him reflect on the
situation. The way it's setup, it
makes a great b()ok. But the movie
is just plain slow. How do you

know a movie is slow? When you
look at your watch four times during the course of the movie. I did.
I don't understand how Jason
Patric has avoided any good roles
in the past four years. He does a
_very commendable job as the
slightly off center Collie. And
Rachel Ward is very believable as
the woman caught in the middle of
this mess. They both turn in excellent performances (although theex-

plicimess of the sex scene was totallywmecessary. No one wants to
seePatric's hairy back!! !), but even
with that going for it, nothing could
bring this thing to life. It runs for
nearly two hours, and is pitifully
uneventful throughout the majority of the fIlm.
You leave the theater feeling
tired and depressed because the
ending is shamefully sad longfully
awaited. Give it two stars.

music majors? (I'm a music minor)
These questions may never ' be
answered.
KLOU (103.3)needs a serious
C-L-U-E. Formats like the ones
found here and on KATZ are good
for Sunday nights when everyone
else decides to talk instead of play
music. If you like living in the past,
these two are for you. Ask yourself
this', though. How Will KLOU eve'r
get anevi"play 1St?
...,.-,.. ...
Now, here's my winner for best
radio identity crisis of the area.
KISS(105.7) has gone through four
format changes in the past two
years. It started off as KSTL, a
contemporary mainstream stalion
like KYKY (98.1), both of which
were about as tasty as warm lettuce. Then it adopted a more
modem sound. similar Lo old KBQ
style without much dance music ..
From there it changed its call let)
ters to KISS and retreated into the
dungeon of misery and played all
easy listening music. Now, by some,
miracle of nature, the radio station .
has become more commercial ,~
more bearable, and still more confused. It's a bad sign when Guns
'n' Roses are on the same station as
Bobby Brown. ' Q 106 is just as
guilty, but you expect that from ,
them. With 105.7, you never know
- or care for that matter. Hell, next
week they'll change formats again
probably. Maybe to 24 hour Paul
Simon songs. Wouldn't that be a
treat?
Dare I mention Sunny WI?
When it was WMRY, it was owned
by MarkKloseand had many qualiticsrcminiscentof old KWK. Why
it never took off is a mystery, but
what is no mystery is that Sunny
10 1 will stay in the ratings base- '
ment as long as they continue to
broadcast glorified elevator music.
does this article cause you to
stress out? Maybe it makes you
, feel uneasy knowing that anything
could change at any moment? If
you suffer from this fear, there is a
cure. Listen to KEZK 102.5. That
station hasn't changed in over 20
years, but, then again, the songs
haven't changed in nearly 50 years.
What's to lose?

What's your favorite
radio station and why?
. The best responses will
be printed in next week's
issue. Return to the Current
office: 1 Blue Metal Bld-.&

name: _______________
grade level: _ _ _ __
major: __________

.~
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CLASSIFIEDS:
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair) .
Delinquent lax pmp«1y.

Repo_Mlna. Your __
(1) 805-687-6000 lext gh2166 for oment repro Il8t

Efficiency Apartment for rent
Hanley Natural bridoe
intersection. $250 month
$200 aecurity depo8it
required. UtilitiM eXQlpl
phone induded . • IOV. and
refrigeralOr furniahed. call
Rick 997-3273.

Wail< to campos. 6 room
house. Spacioua. charming.
oo-nem. garage. fenced
yard. slow. refrlgeralDr. alc.
easy rear 81T. .t acce... 100

t>latural Bridge $4SQ.1mont/1
838-9927

or 521-8550.

FOR RENT sllilling
conllllTlporary rehab Soolard
(InIa. 2 bdr .• 1 1/2 baltl.
central air. decks. all appL

IBM-XT CX>mpUtei. 5121(.
color Monitor. Epeon FX+
Wide Carriage Printer. T we
DitMtte DriW'. (No Ha'd
Drive). 1000 Sheelll Printw
Paper. Printer Stand. Surge
Protector. Assorted

Software. Compl_ S¥&lem
-$599 Delivered. 928-4711

For Sale 1983 ToyOlB. T er~1
2 dr hatch good CO(ldltiof1 .

No dents or ding. I 9O,xxx
miles. 5 spd. jUllt pasAed
August inspection. Asking
$1 BOO caM Kate al 553-5957
between 9:00 am and 5:00
pm for more inlorrna lion.

NINTENDO Dr . . .
Complete ."...tem with 4
video gamee: Super Mario
Brothera. Doubkt Dribble
BalMIbaII. T racI< & Field Wld
Gradius. In perlect CO(ldllion.
Asklng ONlY $136 call Tany

MISCELLANEOUS

~dy

FACUlTY. WE ARE NOT A
DATING SERVICE I
MEETINGS FR0t.4 1 TO 3

0533.

1:OOp.m. Informaj diacuaaion
with lnierim ¥ice chanceilor
for academic affair•• Donald
Driemier. Sponaored bV
WMIey Fooodalion. All are
welcome. In non-amoI<ing
area at Underground .

Here's
looking at

PROTON Il8reo receiver.
SONY cd player.
HARMANIKARDON
C888&Ite deck and equaljzer.
enaembie four piece
speaker syatern with stand.
You headphone sounds
great new $2000 sell $1500
call 4~2469 for W8TI Free

85 Exp 5 speed New front
urel. plugs brake•. AMlFM
CU5ene. 70.000 miles .
Mostly highway. sunroof.
louwl'8. great gas mileage.

good condition. no
accidents. oi I changed ewry
3000 milea. $3200 or beat
offer call 842-0036 leave
message.

Hopefully 10 tce& ... U R

1o\ol8d II Church Lady say ...

To my fabulous Dee Zee
kiddo- Whitey. YouR auch a
~tiful pllflO!1l Ke9j:l up
thel ~y grin at yOUts.
Things can ooly get benerl
Luv you alway. in dHp

maternal bonda . Your worry
wart mom- Spaz

898t Fundra 'aer On-

Coming to campus
in September
PLEAsE REcYCLE

*

JANUARY 2-12
5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

will

offered educational
opportunity.
you
be
expense assistance. flexible
hou rs. career prepar<'tioo.
paid training. performance
reviews. advancement
opportun ities. wage re";ews.
career rounseling. expense
t eimbursemen ts and
competitive wage s.

be give n to those w ho haw
not had the tremendous
advantage of having been
born 10 w ealthy parents. If .
hired. Fede ral L aw requires
tha t you furnish
documentation showing
your i<lenity and that you are
legally authorized to work in
the United Slates. Call 5766333 for an application.

Campual Looking tor a
fr alerl"lity. sorority 91' student
or~i:zation that would Hila

To Itle men ofTau Kappa
Epa<lon: Your sincerity ia
enough to make me illl

to earn $500-$1 000 for a
one week on-campu.t!
marketing project Mus! be
()(ganized and hardworking.
Gall Ash ley or Amy a1(800)
592-2121.

Stud Muffin.
Hope your 21 st is the best

birtJday everl Can'lwait bll
Monday at Houlihan's.

• FREE Pregnancy 1 t'st); 'b
• lmmediate results
• Completely ccnfi dential

• Call or w a lk In

227·5 111
'II) iL "lt' r Rd.
,il"I'" ill I •

24-Hour Phone ServIce'

·Student ''Batman''
Combats Evil

accounting. pre·law.
bu"n.I8, or other students
Who haw a number ofye.ars
to 110 to Qraduation.
Em ployment in Itlis law
prac1ice is expected to gi .....
you contact with the
difficulties of real life.
practical skiHs that employers
find desirable .and better
grades while you are in
sr.hool. If you are selected
for th is chalienoino

PartiCUlar conSideration will

FIND OUT FOR SURE.

lSI. I ~() u" )

LLM . CP A AU orney _I

L.w. is b oking for brigh t

transportation and is both an
equal oppor1Unity and an
affirmative action employer.

AM I PREGNANT ?

67~ l'iaqon Rd.

Wil liam l.. C ronin.

WIlII_m L. Cro nin. LLM.
c P.... is located near public

Wh.tr. been hanging?

P.S.llove my shirtll

.4 Year Degree
Difficulities

THE CURRENT
is looking for all
kinds of ambitous,
personable people.
Reporters, Ad sales,
Photographers, and
Editors .
Meetings are held
every Tuesday at
2:00 p.m. in theBlue
Metal Office Bldg.
Rm. 1.
Come join our happy
staff. It looks great on
a resume, and you
can brag to all your
friends about having
your name in the
staff box.

Friend of lDe- Talk 2 mel

homeboy Jerome. K~
chillin word to another.

• Top 20 Football
Poll

DO YOU WANT
TO SEE YOUR
NAME IN
PRINT?

details. GALL 24 Hrs. 1 (202)
310-3336 Dept-6 MOT

Yo II Slick Rick How's it going.
heard )'OUr hooptie wouldn't
start cause the eng ina was
blown. Don'! caliltle biz.
cause he ain1 at home. He's
down at taco bell with his

20 cd'. lea than a yoar.

645·1424
Featured in the
September issue:

EARN MONEY TYPING from
HOME. UP to $500 .00 a
~ possible. Amazing
recorded message (Qwals

JUgt one opinion

C~~*rcr
THE NAl10NAL COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER

Hi Mary. 11'. TUNdey
SeplQrnber 18. I'm sitting
ne~t 10 you in !he lounge
and yoo WlUlt Ic ilnow What
I'm writing. Wld Who I'm
writing to. Well, I'm writing Ic
teU You ila t IIoYe you . Terry

cam. new balMy.

transponatlon $600.
negOIiabIe. C8II Twry al 426-

noon-

Daytona Baach: H IOO..258·
9191.

doubt homeyl

GAY AND BISEXUAL
STUDENTS. STAFF No/D

Monday Sept 24

South Padr" Island-Oriando/

You hypocrilHl

eNect. K.O. Kimosa-B? No

104.xxx miIM.

windahield. bacI< reat wilt!
luggage carrier. Grear

ATTEND Delta Zeta RoIId
Rally: A aca--.g&r hunt on
~ .1 proceed& benefit
St. Joaeph'. inllltute for !he
deal Sunday Sepwmber 23
at 12:00 Wooda /-Mil picnK; at
the end.

interpl'lIlationa on me eilhllrl

great. looks greal Only

CAMPUS ORGANIZATION IS
A SUPPORT GROUP FOR

S53-S380 FOR MORE INFO.

Travel froo plus earn up Ic
$3000 ... s~ling SPRING
BREAK tripa to: CanaJn-

some 'Hammer time" soonlike when thig TGIF goes into

c:ruile control. allllh bar.

MOVIES. PLEASE CAll

Fralemitias. sorofi....
campus or\jQf1izationa.
highly motivated indillidual ...

1978 Honda Hawk 0400 runs

rebuilt

FOR SI.»DAY NIGHT

HELP WANTED

To Jesse Heims an<1 Tipper
Gore: stay the heW out of my
lifellfyoudon'twanttc look
or listen. then doo11 Nobody
~ Forcing you tol But don't
force YOUR ide.. or

ain11hat special? Let'a do

THE LESBIAN GAY

Pt.4ONMONDAYS.JQlNUS

ELEL Cool J. Frank and
Spike (The Bart Girls) Let's
see if we can make It a REAL
happy hour. The New. Boy.

at 426-0533.

ind .• washer dryer $47~
month 576-2894.

Ricky has an umbr~la. Irs
green and irs blue. h looks
like my grandmothers
tablecloth from 1922. High
ten goal from your red haired
soul bro.

PERSONALS

Pf l Babysittar nEKiOOd for 3
children (ages 9 , 2112. & 6
mo.) in my Bridgetoo home
3:00pm 'til approx. 7:00 pm
Wad Itlru Fri. occasional Sat
& later hour8 . Referooces.

298-0845

RAISE A

THOU$AND
IN AWEEK

RESEARCH
nFORMAfJlri
L,mgest Ubl'ary 01
IV. S.. - I
;n (,ormafjDI1 '.~

.all suilJjec1s
. Or oeI Catalog Taday wIt II Vi"al Ml. 0r :GOll

The fundraiser that's working
on 1800 college campuses!

800-351
-0222
rn CJht t"Z r3"47T-S126

ex,: .

Your campus aroup can earn wC :: S·
in lust one week No investment 11C i.'1O>: ~ <-;: :yClurcampus. AFREE g!ft lust fer ,.0 ", Ca(~ fI'ow

tJr, rush $2.00 ./!}: Res8arcl1 ln i!OYfflatioll .
11322 k1a.!I:J Ave "zOliA UlS AAg""s Cii. 90025

I

1·800·765·8472 Ert.90

r;:::::::::::::::::::==========~.
MARITZ CUSTOMER .I N'FCRMA.T!CIN CENTER
OPEN HOUSE

Thursday , Septem..be:r 2';1
4:30

p.m. -

8 100

p.m.

Maritt' CIC is on the grow·J WGI hllVO imnw iata
for Telebusines5 Commun i.cators in ,o u, r new
facility.
Come take a ! .i rst .hllnd look 3.t. our
art center located. at 1224 Fern .Ridge: Park'oWay,
Blvd. just 1 mile west of I-27 0 .

Qualifications

include

excellent·

,o pport:uni ties
,Creve Coeur
stllte-'of-tlleo ff ,o f' Olive

c..ollllllUni,eation

ski l ls,

ability to follow a prepared script, and .mt.xy 1"yo1 typing
skills.
computer training is pro1vided..
H IO direot sell ing
involved.
W. oHor , the !le1Cl.bU i ty elf ev~m'1no; ,. day and
... eek-en~ shifts at an .excell ent h ourl y ra7,o --ideal for

homemakers, retirees, students and others seek:mg' p:rimary or
supplemental income.
Bring a friend or colle",gue--no appointment ne c(! u,s ary.
If
you are unable to join Us un September 27, please, call
542-5300 to request an applicatlo n tor emploJlllQnt: .

Maritz customer I n·l.'()nati on center
1224 Fern Ridge ParkWay
Creve Coeur, MO
6314 1
Equal Opportun i ty EmployorMjYjK
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Rivernlen 'B ounce Back Over Weekend
The Rivermen split a pair of
matches on September 15 and 16.
They lost 3-0 at Northwest Missouri
State on Saturday before returning
home on Sunday for a victory over
California Poly-Pomona 2-1. The
results leave the Rivermen with a 3~
3 record.
Last Wednesday, September 12,
the Rivermen won against Missouri
Southern 5-1. Bob Ferguson 'scored
two goals to lead the attack. Brian
Hennessy, Darren Starzyk, and Craig
Frederking tallied the other goals.
The Rivermen failed to climb
back into the Central Region rank- '
ings against Northeast Missouri. The
Bulldogs entered the game ranked
second in the region and seventh in
the nation.
Northeast Missouri scored all
three goals in the second half, inel uding two in the final 12 minutes that
put the game out of reach for the Rivermen. The Rivermen felt they had
taken a 1-0 lead 21 minutes into the
match when Steve Valle tapped in

the rebound of a shot by ScottLitschgi.
But the goal was invalid due to an
.
offsides calL
"Losing that first goal se:t the tone
for the game," said UM-St Louis
coach Don Dallas. "Northeast Missouri has a very good team, but it
shQuld not have been a 3-0 game."
The Rivermen climbed back to the
.sOO level one day later as junior Mike
LaPosha scored both goals in a 2-1 win .
over California POly-Pomona on
Sunday. LaPosha's goals were his first
as a member of the Rivermen.
LaPosha gave UM-St. Louis a 1-0
lead 24: 19 into the match when he took
a pass from Scott Litschgi and beat
goalkeeper Jay Olson.
The Rivermen stayed on top until
Kyle Brinkworth's cross deflected off
a Rivermen defender and past goalkeeper Matt Wohlstadter with just
over three minutes remaining in the
match. W0hlstadter · had replaced
starter Mark Dulle, who left at
halftime.
Less than a minute later, Craig

Frederking sent a perfect crossing
pass --t6 LaPosha, who scored on
another low shot for the game winner.
The win came to an unraveling
team as the number of injured players
went up. Freshman Tom Edgar has
ligament damage in his left knee and
will be out the remainder of the season. He joins the ranks of wingbackmidfielder Doug Wiese, out for the
season with a stress fracture in his left
foot,andSteveLitschgi whoisexperiencing problems.
The Rivermen have added two
new players to the roster. Steve Held,
a freshman, is a midfielder-defender
from St. Louis U. High. Fred Teutenberg, a sophomore, is a goalkeeper
from County Day High School.
They new addition will help the
Riveirnen as they prepare to play in the
University of Tampa Tournament on
September 12-13. UM-St. Louis will
face nationally ranked Tampa on Friday as they try to avenge their 2-1 loss
from last year.
"I'm sure they will be strong

again," Dallassaid. "But we can play
everybody on our schedule if we just
play up to our potential."
They will play Bany on Sunday.
After the first games of the 1990
season, the Rivermen have a decisive
advantage in several offensive categories. They are outshooting their opponents by a 2-to-l ratio, 106-58. They
also own a 44-12 edge in comer kicks.
The Rivermen have a .mere 14-10
edge in goals scored. Rob Ferguson
leads the Rivermen with four goals.
No other UM-S1. Louis player has
more than two.
"We need to frnd some people who
will start finishing our chances," Dallas said. "Right now, we're not very
strong up front."
LaPosha's two-goal effort against
California Poly-Pomona was the
fourth multiple-goal game for aRiverman this season. Ferguson and Kevin
Henessy each scored two goals apiece
in games for the Rivermen.

RALL Y U~! A Rivermen goes forthe gold as he strives forthe ~in
last weekend, (photo .by Jeff Kuehno)

: : r:/ ?/ ·Hat Tr ickHigh] igh ts ·The R iverwom en
by David Workman
reporter

close and well-played gamed for
both teams~ The loss brought the
Riverwomen to a 3-2-1 record.
The UM-St. Louis women's
"We should be 6-0 right now,"
soccer team split a pair of decisions
head women's soccer coach Ken
this past week against Maryville Hudson said.
College and California Poly-PoHudson pointed out the fact that
mona University.
his team has outshot its opponent in
September 12 was a historic
both losses this season. In Sunday's
mark for the Riverwomen as two
match, the Riverwomen held an 11players scored hat tricks in one 3 advantage in shots.
game. Monietta Slay and newcomer
"We're not playing with any
Carmen LIorico each scored three consistency," he said. "You can't
goals to lead the Riverwomen to a 9- expect to turn it on any time. We're
victory over Maryville.
scoring more goals than last year, but
The Riverwomen ' sscoring barwe're not getting the production
...rnge st¥te<l seven minutes into the_ when we need to."
first flalf. Then Slay took over.
In fact the game could be
Slay opened her scoring spree deemed well-fought as well considwith a goal at 17:96, extending the ering that three Riverwomen were
lead to 2-0, followed by her second issued yellow cards. Slay received a
goal at the 26:56 mark. UM-St. card at 59:20, junior Julie Intagliata
Louis led 3-0.
at 66:41, and freshman Kim Miller at
Slay took a breather from scoring 83:55.
while Janet Iannicola took over with
Shannon Payne scored the only
her only goal of the game at 33:69. goal of the game for Cal Poly-PoOther goals of the game were added mona at 37:26 in the first half.
by Laura Schlenk and Christine
UM-St. Louis carried the play in
Berry, with each scoring one gaoal the second half, outshooting the
each.
Broncos. Freshman Kim Miller had SOCK-HER! A UM-St. Louis women's soccer player prepares
The Riverwomen went to a final
the best scoring chance when she for action (photo by Jeff Kuchno)
shutout victory over Maryville 9-0. beat the Pomona goalkeeper but was
But the victory against Maryville foiled when a Bronco defender outscoring its opponents , 24-9. The host fifth ranked UM-St. Louis . The
was short-livd when the River- cleared the ball off the line.
Riverwomen have nearly three times Riverwomen won last year's match
women faced ' Cal Poly-Pomona on
The goal by Payne proved to be as many shots, 147-51. They also own against the Lady Cougars.
Sunday, September 16.
This weekend, September 22-23,
the game-winner as the Broncos a 38-15 edge in corner kicks .
Despite 11 shots on goal for the maintained their lead and the RiverThe Rivenvomen faced Southern the Riverwomen will travel to PennRiverwomen versus three for the women fell victim.
Illinois-Edwardville on September 19. sylvania to face Ganon and MerBroncos, UM-St. Louis fell 1-0 in a
For the season, UM-St Louis is The third ranked Lady Cougars will cyhnrst at Gannon.

o
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Get Involved In Intramurais
session of intramurals. The Intramu- ~)lW~~iW'
rals Sports Programs are planned for
the sports pleasure of all students,
faculty, and staff.
Make a c~ange and join an intramural sport. The facilities have been
newly renovated, with helpful people
waiting to assist anyone who wants to
get involved in a physical activity.
The Mark Twain Athletic Complex offers numerous and diverse opportunities for your recreation and
fitness pursuits. Some of the facilities
include a gymnasium, 2 state of the art
weight rooms, an indoor running
track, 4 racquetball courts, an indoor
swimming pool, an aerobics room,
saunas and whirlpools, an equipment
checkout room, and outdoor multipurpose field, 6 tennis courts, and
more. Come visit them and take time to
uy out the intramural programs.

The most simplest way to get involved in school spirit is to join an
interamural sports team. The head of
the intramural department has personally invited all students to participate in a variety of activities offered
within the Intramural Sports Program. They provide a wide variety of
sport and leisure activities that will
fulfill the recreational needs of all
UM-S1. Louis students, faculty, and
staff. Whether it be team or individual activities, men's, women's or
coed league play, special events, or
open recreation, their main objective
is to provide an atmosphere of both
competition and fun .
Inrramurals is a fun way to meet
new people and to become "actively"
involved on our commuter campus. It
is also a fantastic way to promote
group fellowship . They would like to
see you in each and every activity.
Listed below is a list of all activities and hours offered during the fall

Volleyball
Faces
v.. . -u.. ., /,National Competition
The UM-St. Louis volleyball
team had a rough time in the Converse
Challenge at Central Missouri State
University in Warrensburg on September 14-15.
The Riverwomen dropped five of
six matches and fell to 4-6 overall on
the season , Four losses came against
schools that were ranked among the
Top 25 in the American Volleyball
Coaches Association Division II preseason polL
"The comp e tition was very
good," UM-SL Louis coach Denise
Silvester said. "We just were not up
for the challenge,"
UM-St. Louis lost consecutive
matches to Angelo State, 15-8,4-15,
15-3, 7-15, 13-15; Minneso ta-Duluth, 12-15, 15-17; 4-15; North Dakota State, 12-15,15-13,0--15, lOIS; and Mankato Stale, 3-25, 1 1-15,
15-12,7-15, The Riverwomen beat
Missouri Western, 12-15, 15-4, 1512, 15-16, before losing to Tampa, 015, 11-15,9-15.

Sports Shorts
*The Wave is HereThe "Wave" is a new stucent
organization that is designed to
increase the visibility ofU?vf-St. Louis
athletics within the campus
community. Each existing student
organization is invited to put a
representative in this new group. An

organizational meeting will be held on
Monday, September 24, 2:30 pm.
Room 220, Mark Twain Building.
Join UM-St. Louis' newest student
organization and help create
traditional campus atmosphere!
For more information, caall553-5660

*Olympic Vi\1age- S1. Louis is
bidding on the Olympic Festival for
1993,1994,orI995.Severaleventsare
planned for UM-St Louis. Cities that
host the Festivals make extensive use
of local volunteers. If you would like
to be an Olympic Festival volunteer,
call Mary Rose Sater at 553-5265 and

give your name and address.
The lists of names will be given to the
festival organizers to share with Sheila
Wallcer, the United Sta,les Olympic
Committee Director of Festivals this
weekend, September 23-25.

The opening-round loss to Angelo
State, rated 19th in the pre-season
poll, set the tone for the tournament.
UM-St.. Louis was up two games to
one, but Angelo State rallied to claim
the final two games and the match.
"It was a heartbreaking loss," Silvester said . ""It was hard for them to
rally themselves after that. They let
that matc h affect their entire week- .
end."
The 4-6 record marks the first time
UM-SL Louis has been under the.500
mark since Silvester's club dropped
the season opener in 1988.
The next event for the Riverwomen will be at Pittsburg State this
weekend, September 21-22, for the
first of two Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association round-robin .
tournaments.
The Riverwomen are scheduled to',
face Central ' Missouri, Northwest
Missouri, Pittsburg State, and Southwest Baptist.

Reme mb er to

supp ort your t eam.
\-
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t Who's on first?
t Wha t's on second?
t Why's up to bat ·
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HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

t

t

t
t

t

t
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t
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t
t
t if you w an t to t ak: e the guess work: out of t
t what is going on t h en st ep up to the plate and t
t tak:e a swing at reporting the news....
t
t Let us k:no w w ha t's hap p ening - Uery simple. t
tJust call us at 55 3 -5174 or stop by the Blue t

I

tMetal Office Bldg. and h i t us with the faH.

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS,

CALL 1-800-842-2776
mFIND OUT MORE

THAT'S EXACfLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.

The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Perfonnance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets .

TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

tStrik:e out onto the ca m pus for the WHO, WHRT, t
,WHY, WHERE, WHE N and HOW. Then, run home
t
,
,

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SID

• The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans, but are
available for aU Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.

t _ _____ -------t
o

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essen..:
tial to sound retirement planning:

Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

t

, for the pitch. Don 't fo r ge t ...... we need to
fcouer all t h e bases.

ecause it does . Smart investors
know that your futur:e depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, callI 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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I?WHY STUDY HARDER
THAN YOU HAVE TO!?
LET ZENITH SHOW YOU
HOW TO TAKE A BREAK

•

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN™

-

.-

--- ...

SupersPort 286 model 20
This battery-powered portable computer
goes everywhere you and your backpack go!! And all the power of a desktopH
The SupersPort 286 offers: 1MB of
memory, 79-key full-function keyboard,
detachable battery, zero wait states and
much more!!

Z-286 LP 8MHz with FTM monitor
. Let Zenith Data Systems make school work easier
with the Z-286 LP, it delivers 286 speed and power in
a compact, 4"-high cabinet design. Our award winning FTM monitor gives you the level of compatibility
and colors with greater depth and .definition.

~~==~==~~========~==~
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For Your Information and Order Package

CALL (800) 327-6234 or WRITE
NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Q

_ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

_ _ __

CITY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ST:_ _ _ Zip: _ __

ZENITH "

data systems ~
Groupe Bull

o

Employee
0 Faculty
0 Student
0 Graduate Student
ofUniversity/College: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home Phone: _ _ _ _ _ Work Phone : _ _ _ __

Inleresl.·

o
o

0

8088

LaplOp

0 80286

Desktop

0

0

lOANWARE

Send 10:
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

Call Jim Crank at 553-611 9

80386

-'tn."

diu

51""'"

Graphics sunulate M.Ctoso'" WJn~ a pro duct 01 '-4icrO$Of1 Corpor:allOn M,crosorr- 'MncIowI il inchx»d
MId
model, of Zenith 0."
Mf¥inced dllktDp.yatIma.
Special prICing o"er ~OOQ only on purchaMlS d,rectly throuQh ZeMh ContaCI(S) listed IDOve by .student&, tkulry Ind IUItt lot' lhoei, own 1,1", No athef chcount.~.
Umn one PerSOn.ll:Ompu!er per md!v.chJa i In an y 12 - monltl ~riod Prices subject 10 chanqe WIthout notic.

It> 1989. Zenith Data System,
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